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REF. JAV27845

€695,000 House / Villa - Sold
Excellent 5-bedroom house for sale in Jávea, Costa Blanca
Spain »  Costa Blanca »  Jávea »  03730

5
Bedrooms  

4
Bathrooms  

280m²
Floorplan  

1,192m²
Plot size

+34 965 79 33 63 javea@lucasfox.es lucasfox.com Pl. Adolfo Suarez, 23, Puerto de Jávea, Jávea, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:javea@lucasfox.es
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

Traditional 5-bedroom villa for sale in Jávea with stunning
sea and mountain views in Balcón al Mar, in a quiet area,
distributed over three floors, with a beautiful
Mediterranean garden, barbecue, private pool and
separate guest apartment.

The main house consists of 5 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms and a separate toilet. It has a
new kitchen separated by arches, an entrance hall and a glazed naya terrace which is
open, but has awnings.

The traditional 5-bedroom villa for sale in Jávea  has a separate guest apartment
which consisting of a double room with air conditioning and ceiling fan, a bathroom
with bathtub and another double room with air conditioning and fitted wardrobes.

Outside the villa you will find the private pool, the barbecue area, a summer kitchen
with bathroom and closed storage area, an outside shower and the wonderful
Mediterranean garden.

Some extras the house has are an electric gate, garage, gas central heating (with
bottles) and independent laundry room.

Please contact us for further information.

lucasfox.com/go/jav27845

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming Pool, Private garage,
Underfloor heating, Parking, Views,
Heating, Equipped Kitchen,
Built-in wardrobes, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	Traditional 5-bedroom villa for sale in Jávea with stunning sea and mountain views in Balcón al Mar, in a quiet area, distributed over three floors, with a beautiful Mediterranean garden, barbecue, private pool and separate guest apartment.

